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Hand-power, back-number, flint-and-steel reaping machines.—kipling.
Some of them have in secret approximated their standpoint to that
laid down by Count Tisza in his programme speech.—Times.
We close the section by putting placate and antagonize in
the pillory. It may be remarked that the latter fits in well
enough with Emerson's curious bizarre style. Another use
of just is pilloried also, because it is now in full possession of
our advertisement columns, and may be expected to insinuate
itself into the inside sheets before long1.
When once placated the Senators will be reluctant to deprive honest
creditors of their rights.—Spectator.
It is true the subject is American politics; but even so, we
should have liked to see this stranger received ceremoniously
as well as politely, that is, with quotation marks; the italics
are ours only.
The old Imperial naval policy, which has failed conspicuously because it
antagonized the unalterable supremacy of Colonial nationalism.—Times.
If Fate follows and limits power, power attends and antagonizes Fate.
—emerson.
Have you ever thought just how much it would mean to the home
if...—Advertisements passim.
foreign words
The usual protest must be made, to be treated no doubt,
with the usual disregard. The difficulty is that some French,
Latin, and other words are now also English, though the
fiction that they are not is still kept up by italics and (with
French words) conscientious efforts at pronunciation. Such
are t$te-a-t$te^ ennui^ status quo> raison <£§tre, eirenicon, ni*glig^
and perhaps hundreds more. The novice who is told to
avoid foreign words, and then observes that these English
words are used freely, takes the rule for a counsel of perfection
—not accepted by good writers, and certainly not to be
accepted by him, who is sometimes hard put to it for the
ornament that he feels his matter deserves. Even with the
- * It has. 'It would be difficult to say just how many weddings of famous
people have been celebrated at St. George's Church, Hanover Square.'—
Westminster Gazette.

